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2 teams of performers along with their special

celebrity guest performer aka the "Team Captain"

compete in a sketch comedy showdown in front

of a live audience where one team will be declared

the winner.  It's "Saturday Night Live" meets

"Wild'n Out."

LOGLINELOGLINELOGLINE



Ever wonder what it would be like if an ensemble comedy group performed AGAINST each

other instead of with each other?

Here’s your chance to find out!  “Bragging Rights” is a half hour comedy competition show

where 2 teams, The Red Team and The Blue Team, which consist of 6 to 7 performers each, go

head to head against each other to see which team had the funnier material!

Each week, the staff of writers designated for their particular teams would write sketches for

the show and each team would be responsible for performing 3 comedy sketches each.  Those

teams would then trade off turns and perform their sketches throughout the half hour program.

In addition to the season regular performers , they will be joined each show by 2 guest celebrity

performers, who will be tasked with helping to lead their team to a comedy victory.  We could

see the Red team with special guest captain Tina Fey face off against the Blue team with their

special guest captain Amy Poehler!  Or Keegan Michael Key against Jordan Peele.  The voting

would be deliberated by an audience poll done through cheers and applause at that shows live

taping.  The possibilities are endless, and the real winners are the audience!

THE FORMATTHE FORMATTHE FORMAT
SYNOPSIS:SYNOPSIS:SYNOPSIS:



To the right is a sample of team

captain matchups we’d love to see

perform against each other. By

incorporating a plethora of talent

from all ends of the spectrum,

including (but not limited to) comics,

musicians, chefs, athletes, YouTube

stars etc, Bragging Rights would have

the ability to attract a larger audience.

Blue Team Captain
Red Team Captain

NOTABLENOTABLENOTABLE
MATCHUPS:MATCHUPS:MATCHUPS:

VS.VS.VS.



TARGETTARGETTARGET
AUDIENCEAUDIENCEAUDIENCE

18-45 year olds

Bragging Rights would target the 18-45 year old demographic, but a show like this would be popular with a much

broader audience due to the nature of the format as well as it's inclusivity. Between the season regular performers, staff

writers and celebrity guest performers; there would be an array of diverse talent.

The show has elements of comedy as well as competition, where we can feature WWE style promo packages to hype

up each team, performer, guest, etc which would appeal to the competitive enthusiast just as much as the person simply

watching to laugh or to see their favorite actors / musicians / entertainers. An added benefit to the competition aspect

would be that the winning team wins a pre-determined amount of money for the guest hosts favorite charity, and the

losing team wins a slightly less amount for theirs. That adds a charitable aspect to a competition show that would result

in more advertising money.



COMPARITIVECOMPARITIVECOMPARITIVE
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EFFECTSEFFECTSEFFECTS   
NEEDEDNEEDEDNEEDED

Visual Effects

Lighting

Camera

Editing

Actors 

Props

Costumes

Audio Elements

Music

Sound Effects



Bragging Rights is based on Matt Algozzini's live stage show of the same name that has

been running for 5 years in NYC to sell out audiences. Here's a teaser trailer as well as

production stills to showcase the fun, creativity, competition and camaraderie that

Bragging Rights provides and will exhibit on a large scale nationally on television.

WATCH HEREWATCH HEREWATCH HERE

TEASERTEASERTEASER
TRAILERTRAILERTRAILER

FEATURED PERFORMERS

AND JUDGES FROM:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ksuq1GM1vo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ksuq1GM1vo


CONTACTCONTACTCONTACT

Matt Algozzini
mattalgozzini@yahoo.com

For more information,

please contact:

mailto:mattalgozzini@yahoo.com

